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Abstract
We consider first heavy particles with masses M ∼ MGUT which arise in the Uni-
verse during phase transitions at the Grand Unification scale. Using statistical mechanics
approach we show that they behave like ideal quantum degenerate Bose gas which has
the temperature of the Hawking thermal radiation due to presence of the de Sitter event
horizon. The equation of state for both scalar and gauge bosons is presented including the
coupling constant at the Grand Unification scale.
PACS numbers: 04.20.Jb; 04.20.Cv; 97.60.Lf; 98.80.Cq
According to Grand Unified theories, first phase transitions occur at the Grand Unifi-
cation scale EGUT ∼ (1014 − 1016)GeV , and the first particles which are scalar and gauge
bosons get masses of order M ∼ MGUT via spontaneous symmetry breaking (SSB). In
the context of inflationary models related to a symmetry-breaking phase transition, scalar
field reaches the minimum of its effective potential at the end of inflation. A vacuum en-
ergy then exists in the form of coherent oscillations of a scalar field around its minimum,
corresponding to a condensate of zero-momentum φ particles with masses M ∼ MGUT 1.
In models with chaotic inflation coherent oscillations of scalar field are described by a dust
equation of state corresponding to massive particles at rest 2.
In the present paper we consider first heavy nonrelativistic particles using statistical
mechanics as the model-free tool. Such an approach allows to reveal characteristic features
of their behaviour which would not depend crucially on details of particular inflationary
scenarios.
The first phase transition can be related to the global discrete SSB, because the arrow
of time is expected to appear then 3. Hence scalar bosons can arise first in the Universe.
Heavy nonrelativistic gauge bosons are expected to emerge next via the local SSB.
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These particles seem to be really first particles in the Universe, in accordance with
the Turner ”No-Hair Theorem”: ”Inflation greatly lessens dependence of the present state
of the Universe upon its initial state”2.
This statement goes back to the Sakharov’s 4 and Gliner’s 5 suggestion, formulated
in 1965, that the vacuum state
p = −ε (1)
can be the limiting state at superhigh densities, and to the Gliner’s 1970 suggestion 6 that
it can be an initial state for the expanding Universe. The cosmological model describing
evolution of the Universe starting from the initial vacuum state (1) has been calculated in
1975. Using simple phenomenological equation of state for transition from an inflationary
stage (1) to radiation-dominated stage p = ε/3, it has been shown that the de Sitter
vacuum state (1) provides both reason for expansion and isotropy and homogeneity of the
Universe, independently on mechanisms responsible for its arising 7.
In 1981 Guth has found that the equation of state (1) can arise in Grand Unified
Theories as the equation of state for a scalar field in a metastable state called the false
vacuum 8. Since 1981 most attention was focused on constructing physical mechanisms
driving inflation and providing further reheating of the Universe (for current status of
reheating problem see 9 and references there).
On the other hand, in the context of SSB, the very first postinflationary material can
be made up from heavy nonrelativistic particles with masses M ∼MGUT .
Our aim is to asses its characteristic properties which would be connected with main
physical features of inflation and would not depend on details of particular models.
The energy scale of first SSB phase transitions is E ∼ EGUT . At the beginning and
during phase transitions the Universe is expanding in the superluminal way 1. Therefore
first heavy particles emerge as test particles in the vacuum (1) with the density
ρvac ∼ ρGUT = ρPlanck
(
EGUT
EPlanck
)4
(2)
They can interact within the causally connected region confined by the de Sitter event
horizon
a0 =
(
3c2
8piGρvac
)1/2
=
(
3
8pi
)1/2(
EPl
EGUT
)2
lPl (3)
This can be the reason why heavy particles arise first. Their Compton wavelength
λ ∼ h¯
Mc
∼
(
EPl
EGUT
)
lPl (4)
can not exceed radius of causally connected region (3).
The lower limit for the particles kinetic energy follows from the uncertainty relation
as
Emin ∼
p2
MGUT
∼ 8pi
3
(
EGUT
EPl
)2
EGUT , (5)
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where p ∼ h¯/a0. For EGUT ∼ 1015GeV we have
ρGUT ∼ 1077g/cm3; a0 ∼ 10−25cm; λ ∼ 10−29cm; Emin ∼ 107GeV (6)
We can estimate the upper limit for Ekin taking into account that newborn particles will
immediately ”see” the Hawking thermal radiation due to presence of the de Sitter event
horizon. Its temperature is determined by the Hawking formula 10
kTH =
1
2pi
(
lPl
a0
)
EPl =
(
2
3pi
)1/2(
EGUT
EPl
)
EGUT ∼ 10−4EGUT ∼ 1011GeV, (7)
where k is the Boltzmann constant.
Since the upper limit for kinetic energy Emax ∼ kTH ≪ EGUT , one can not expect
that particles have large momenta. Therefore the CM energy of their collisions
√
s is close
to the sum of rest energies of the colliding particles
√
s ∼ 2E. As a result the dominating
interactions are due to elastic 2 → 2 body scatterings.
For the first scalar particles, which are selfinteracting, we can estimate characteristic
radius of interaction. Since particles mediating interaction are the same scalars with masses
Msc, the cross section depending on the coupling constant gsc is determined by
σint ∼
αsc
2
M2sc
∼ αsc2λ2, (8)
where
αsc = g
2
sc/4pi
The characteristic radius of interaction (defined by the relation σint ∼ r2int)
rint ∼ αscλ (9)
is smaller than λ, if αsc is smaller than unity. For heavy gauge bosons (X,Y) emerging via
the local SSB, with masses Mx ∼MGUT , the coupling constant αx is estimated as 11,12
αx = gx
2/4pi ∼ 1/40− 1/25 (10)
Thus, for heavy gauge bosons rint < λ due to (10). It is rather natural to expect that
αsc ∼ αx (in SUSY case gsc = gx), then the cross-section (8) is small enough for particle-
particle interaction to produce a temperature exceeding (7).
With the upper limit on kinetic energy given by (7), we obtain the ratio
Ekin
EGUT
≤ Emax
EGUT
∼
(
2
3pi
)1/2(
EGUT
EPl
)
∼ 10−4 (11)
This quantity characterizes the accuracy with which we can consider first heavy particles
as a dust with the equation of state p = 0.
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In order to proceed further we should make sure that we have ensemble of particles to
apply statistics. This is just the moment when we need cosmological model of transition.
There is no generally accepted detailed theory now, describing a transition from the
inflationary stage of the Universe evolution to a postinflationary stage (see, e.g., 9). To
make our estimates as model-free as possible, we describe a transition from the vacuum
state (1) to the dust stage, using the simple phenomenological equation of state which
is not related to a particular inflationary model and contains least possible number of
arbitrary parameters (it has been used in 1975 to connect the inflationary onset of the
Universe with the standard scenario of its evolution afterwards). It has the form 7,13
p+ ε = ε1
(ε0 − ε)β
(ε0 − ε1)β
(12)
At ε = ε0 it gives the vacuum equation of state (1). At ε = ε1 it gives the dust equation
of state p = 0. A parameter 0 < β ≤ 1 characterizes the rate of a transition.
Integrating the Friedmann equations with the transitional equation (12), we can de-
scribe evolution of a scale factor and energy density in the analytic form in the cases β → 1,
β ≪ 1 and β = 1/2. For β = 1/2, we obtain the scale factor
a = a0exp
(
A sin
ct
Aa0
)
, (13a)
where A = 2
√
(1− ε1/ε0)/(3ε1/ε0). Evolution of energy density during a transition is
given by
ε = ε0
(
1− sin2 ct
Aa0
)
(13b)
In the case β ≪ 1 the scale factor evolves as
a = a0 exp
(
1
2
(1 +
√
ε/εo)
ct
a0
)
(14a)
and energy density as
ε = ε0
(
3
ε1
ε0
ct
a0
− 1
)2
(14b)
To estimate the duration of transition t1, we use the assumption that the whole (or
almost whole) rest mass has been created during phase transitions at the Grand Unification
scale in the form of heavy particles with masses M ∼ MGUT , which later have decayed
into some more light species, but no (or almost no) new rest mass has been created during
reheating and during further expansion of the Universe. This assumption looks natural
because in the course of reheating ultrarelativistic particles can be created whose total
energy in any case can not exceed the characteristic energy E ∼ EGUT and whose rest
mass energy would be therefore much smaller than this quantity.
Applying condition of conservation of the rest mass a31ρ1 = a
3
todayρtoday, we obtain
ρ1 ∼ (1/65)ρGUT ; a1 ∼ 10−6cm; t1 ∼ 2× 10−34s (15)
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for ρtoday ∼ 10−29g/cm3. These estimates do not depend crucially on the choice of the
value of the parameter β in the equation (12). The most noticeable difference takes place
for the parameter ρ1 which at β ≪ 1 takes the value ρ1 ∼ (1/120)ρGUT . (The case β → 1
corresponds to the power-law inflation.)
The transition into the dust implies that the whole rest mass (M1 ∼ 2 × 1057g) is
contained in particles with massMGUT ∼ 2× 10−9g. The number of particles isN1 ∼ 1066.
The volume at the end of transition is V1 ∼ 4× 10−18cm3, hence density of particles is
n =
N1
V1
∼ 1084cm−3 (16)
Using the Friedmann equations and formulae (13)-(14), we can check total energy bal-
ance and find that only about 1/4 of vacuum energy involved in transition has been spent.
The substantial amount remains available for further expansion and reheating. Therefore
the Universe is still mainly vacuum dominated with ρvac ∼ 0.7ρGUT , and particles can
interact within the causally connected regions confined by the de Sitter horizon (3). The
number of particles in such a region is N ∼ 1010. Hence, we have an ensemble and can use
statistics.
According to (16), the mean distance between particles is
rav ∼ 10−28cm (17)
The characteristic radius of interaction (9) is much smaller than rav and smaller than λ
(for αs < 1 and αx < 1). Therefore the free path l is determined by geometrical cross
section σ0 ∼ piλ2 (in hard balls approximation with λ as characteristic size of particles) as
l ∼ 1
npiλ2
∼ 3× 10−27cm (18)
As a result our particles satisfy two general criteria for ideal gas:
nr3int ≪ 1 rint ≪ l
On the other hand, l ≪ a0 which means that in causally connected regions particles can
collide, and their equation of state would differ from dust equation of state p = 0.
Using the upper limit for kinetic energy put by (7), we can estimate the lower limit
for the de Broglie wavelength as
λdeBroglie ∼
h¯
pH
∼ 10−27cm (19)
Since λdeBroglie > rav, our ideal gas is essentially quantum one. Number of particles is
much higher than the number of quantum states they can populate:
(
λdeBroglie
rav
)3
=
N1
V1
· h¯
3
p3
=
N1
(V1p3)/h¯
3 ∼ n
h¯3
(MkTH)3/2
≫ 1 (20)
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The temperature of degeneration for ideal quantum Bose gas is determined by 14
kTdeg = 3.31
h¯2
g
2/3
st M
n2/3 (21)
Here gst = 2s+ 1 is statistical weight, with s = 0 for scalar and s = 1 for vector bosons.
For our gas kTdeg ∼ 1014GeV . Because it interacts with the Hawking thermal radia-
tion its temperature could be close to TH . Let us show that this is the case. Interaction
of thermal radiation (7) with nonrelativistic heavy small particles would be essentially the
Thomson scattering, because the condition for low-freqency limit
Ekin
Mc2
h¯ν
Mc2
∼
(
kTH
E
)2
≪ 1
is satisfied. In our case the Thomson cross section can be written as
σT =
8pi
3
α2h¯2
M2c2
=
8pi
3
α2λ2 (22)
with α for both αsc and αx. The time for achieving thermal equilibrium between particles
and radiation is the relaxation time
τpγrel =
1
nσT c
∼ 5× 10−35s (23)
Because τpγrel < t1, thermal equilibrium can be achieved during a transition, and particles
can acquire the Hawking temperature TH . Since TH ≪ Tdeg, we have ideal quantum
degenerate Bose gas with the equation of state 14
P = 0.0851gst
M3/2
h¯3
(kTH)
5/2 (24)
We see that the process of emerging of particles looks like evaporation of a Bose condensate.
Phenomenological cosmological model (12) we use, describes a transition which has
fixed both beginning and the end (p = 0 at the certain moment t1). The same result has
been obtained using smooth model with p = (γ(t)− 1)ε, where γ(t) → 1 at t → ∞ 15.
Therefore this result seems to be model-independent.
According to the standard approach (with selfinteraction λφ4, λ = g2sc) for giving
masses to heavy scalars via the global SSB 1,12,16, we have
Msc ∼ gscvI
where vI is a vacuum expectation value which is expected to be vI ∼MGUT .
The local SSB is expected to give mass to the gauge bosons of the order
Mx ∼ gxvII
7
Since both effects occur at similar energy scale E ∼ EGUT , one can expect that vII ∼
MGUT . (Note, that in SUSY case vI = vII and gs = gx.) Hence the equation of state for
both scalar and gauge bosons would be the same up to the constant:
P = const(sc,x)g
3/2
(sc,x)ρGUT c
2
(
EGUT
EPl
)5/2
(25)
The estimates presented here do not depend crucially on the choice of GUT scale as
1015GeV . The scale 1016GeV can be chosen (which is preferable by SUSY models). It is
also possible to have both phase transitions at the same time 17.
We can also estimate characteristic relaxation time for particle-particle (pp) collisions
during a transition and compare it with the duration of a transition t1. This relaxation
time can be determined as
τpprel =
1
nσintvT
, (26)
where vT is an average thermal velocity of particles. According to (7),
vT = c
(
3kTH
mc2
)
= c
(
6
pi
)1/4(
EGUT
EPl
)1/2
∼ 0.01c (27)
Then
τpprel ∼
1
nα2λ2c
(
EPl
EGUT
)1/2
∼ 10−32s (28)
It represents, in particular, estimate of characteristic timescale for annihilation. We see
that τpprel ≫ t1. Therefore equilibrium state for particles cannot be achieved during a
transition. It could mean that appropriate situation would exist at the energy scale E ∼
EGUT for generating baryon asymmetry by the mechanism proposed by Sakharov
3 which
implies nonstationary conditions in the absence of local thermodynamic equilibrium.
Calculating cosmological model with the equation of state (25) depending on GUT
parameters, one will have a chance to extract some information concerning GUT physics
from observational cosmological data, and compare it with accelerator’s data. It would
provide a way toward astronomical testing of GUT models.
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